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KF.S'ON COLLEGE.

-“that thy way may be known upon earth, thy saving health among all nations?

VOL. I.

GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, JUNE 10, 1831.
od of responding: our service appeared in its
majesty and beauty, as it never would fail to
do, if Episcopalians would but conduct it as it
ought to be conducted. The music of the church
was in very fine style, apparently under the lead
of a well practised choir,—the organ very sweet.
I do not know whether it it is one of great power,
as there was no call for all its force. The opening
sermon was preached by the Rev. John Grammar,
a clergyman young in the ministry, but of great pro
mise—a lucid writer—rather too diffused—but
very clear and convincing—having also, an ani
mated delivery. I was not surprised to hear that
he is a most laborious and successful minister of
Jesus Christ. His text was Matt. v. 15,16. The
clergy were seated round the chancel, within the
rails of which, sat the venerable Bishop Meore, as
one of the ancient Patriarchs, surrounded by his
numerous family and affectionate children. The
Paternal affection manifested on his part and the
filial respect and affection universally exhibited
towards him, arc among the lively features of a
Virginia Convention. The Bishop had just re
covered from an indisposition, and did not take
part in the religious exercises. After the sermon,
the Convention met for the transaction of business
and adjourned at a little past 3 o'clock. I cannot
learn whether there is any subject of great lead

NO. 44.

prayer meeting in the Old Church, at 6 o'clock
the next morning, (Friday). This took place,
From the Episcopal Recorder.
about 600 persons being present, a most solemn
VIRGINIA CONVENTION.
and refreshing season. Addresses were made,
and prayer offered by the Rov. Mr. Cobbs, Mann,
Rev. and Dear Brother—There is no as
Lemmon, Polk, W. Jackson, Cutler, Cole and Du
semblage of any ecclesiastical body connected
cachet. This to be continued every morning du
with the Episcopal Church in this country, which
ring the Convention.
appears to awaken such an interest, as the Dio
At 9 o’clock on Friday the Convention met.
cesan Convention of Virginia. I have attended
and ordinary business was transacted. At 11
Conventions in various states of the Union; I
o'clock Divine service was held in both churches.
have been present at, and sometimes a member
At. the Old Church R ev. Mr. Boyden preached
of several meetings of the General Convention
from Rom. 8th ch. 32d v., and at the present new.
of the church, and yet never have I seen such a
Rev. Dr. Empie, from Luke 10th ch. 42d verse.
State of interest awakened as that which brings
After the sermon, the Convention met.—The
the Episcopalians of Virginia together. Io
Episcopal address and account of proceedings of
mention one circumstance—I have enquired, and
Bishop Moore was read by himself, and that of
find, that there are at the present time in the
Bishop Mead, by the Secretary of the Convention.
place where the convention is held, not less than
These addresses will appear on the Journals, when
1000 persons from a distance, for the express pur
you will have full opportunity of presenting them
pose ot being present at the various meetings
to your readers. I was struck on hcariug the
which were expected to take place. As I sought
parochial reports, with the fact that there appears
this place myself, for the purpose, at the same
to be an awakened attention to the concerns of re
time of visiting my uncle, and of being present
ligion, almost throughout the whole Diocese of
at this season of sacred solemnitcs,—1 have set
Virginia, and besides the intimations which were
myself to make close and faithful observations, tor
given in the reports, I have had the satisfaction
the gratification of myself and friends, and your
of hearing from many of the clergy, very encoura
readers, if you shall sec fit to publish,'determined
ging accounts. Indeed this appears to be a time
to note down the incidents aa they havj oocurred. ing interest to be brought into dis .^Bssion.
in which the good will of God towards Zion, is
The Convention assembled in Christ Church,
One very great object of the members of the particularly manifested. Only let the Clergy bo
in the Borough of Norfolk. This Church which
has been built witWi a few years, I had never Convention, seems to be, to do as much good as faithful in pressing upon their people, the duty of
before seen. It is more favorably situated than they can, while they are permitted for a few days I immediate repentance, and let the professing peothe Church tha- was burned in March, 1827. The to remain together. Consequently, meetings of ( pic ot the Lord be faithful, in praying for the awa
building is large, 96* feet by 65. It is plain, but a religious character are frequent.’ At the close kening of Sinners, and in exerting themselves^ for
very neatly finished, built of brick, but plastered of the morning services, notice was given that (the production of this glorious result, and we
on the oigside to resemble stone. The interior there would be meetings for prayer, at five differ shall see such times as have never yet blessed our
re very landsomely arranged, and the only faults ent private houses, at 5 o’clock in the afternoon. Church in this country.
A good deal of the time of the Convention
which <ian be found w’ith it, are bVo, one which At that hour the clergy distributed themselves
relate* to the gallery, which is at least one foot among these different places, and I have under appears to be occupied on the question of the bet
higher than it ought to have been, and the other stood that every place was full of attendants, and ter establishment of the Episcopal fund, a mat
relies to economy of room. The pews are sev that the religious feeling seem to be intense. The ter of much importance. The discussion of this,
eral inches wider than there is any reasonable ne one which I attended, was at the house of Capt. occupied the principal part of the session of Friday.
cessity for. Taken altogether, however, it is a Skinner, of the United States Navy. His parlours At half past 3 o’clock, the Convention adjourned
very handsome building, and does great credit to and hall wrnre crowded. Those who took part in —at 5 o’clock, three large houses \yere opened
the zeal of the Episcopalians of Norfolk, It cost, the exercises, were Rev. Messrs. Cutler, Doughly for prayer and exhortation. I attended at the
as far as I can learn, about ,$25,000, and is capa and Peet. of Virginia, and myself. I am sure, that house of Mr. Rowland, and had the pleasure of
ble of seating 1300 persons. The congregation the meetings held that afternoon, must be pro meeting with Rev. Messrs. Dugan, Chevers, Polk,
is a very large one, under the care of the Rev. H. ductive of lasting consequences, and the salvation and Jones, in the interesting exercises of that oc
of many souls.
casion. The house was crowded and a deep se
W. Ducachet, M. D.
In consequence of the crowds, it was found ne riousness manifested. It was the first occasion
At 11 o'clock on Thursday morning, May 19th,
the Convehtion assembled in this church. I learn cessary to make arrangements to have service not on which I had heard the Rev. Mr. Polk, who,
that there were 30 of the Clergy of the Dio only in the New Church, but also in the old one, from being a student at West Point, converted
cese present, and 49 lay delegates; 12 clergy en which has been standing near 90 years. This j under the faithful ministrations of our Brother
titled to seats were absent. Bishop Mead was ab Church was abandoned when the building was Mcllvaine, has become, a true soldier of Jcsu^
erected, which was burned down in the year 1817;
sent also, having been invited to make an Episco the congregation used it again however, while their Ch rist. Ilis manner is powerful, and his address
was full of the spirit qf his station. May the Lord
pal visitation in the Diocese of Kentucky and
New Church was building, and now, though in a J continue him as a burning and a shining light.
Tennessee. W hen I say that there were so many j
strangers in the city, you will not of course bej somewhat dilapidated condition, it was coiuforta-: In the evening, at 8 o'clock, services were held
bly arranged for the exercises of worship. There
surprised to hear me observe, that the church was was service in each of the churches at 8 o'clock, in both churches. In the Old Church, the ser
filled to overflowing. The morning service was | P. M., and both were filled. In the Ohl Church, mon was preached by the Rev. George Lemmon,
conducted by the Rev. Benj. C. Cutler, late of! Rev. Mr. Cobbs preached from the text, Matth. j from Acts 26 ch., 28, 29 verses; and in the new
Quincy, Mass., now settled at Leesburg, in Vir 12th ch., 30th verse; and in the nfew, Rev. Wm. Church by the Rev. Charles Mann, from John 3d
ch., 19th verse, I attended the latter Church, and
ginia. It was truly animating to hear the meth Jackson of Alexandria, on the Ps. 17th, 16th verse.
cannot well express how much I was delighted
* There is a large Vestry room in the rear, which makes At the close of the services, the Rector, Rev. Dr. : with the boldness, and energy and fidenlity of the
Duchachet, gave notice, that there would be a' discourse. Mr. Mann is a Boanerges. »
the whole length of the building 110 feet.
...GEORGE W. MYERS. PRINTER...
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GAMBIER OBSERVER
surely it must be conceded, that all the means
employed in accomplishing the latter results are,
at least, as much within our reach as they were
accessible to the primitive believers: nay, more;
that, in consequence of the developement and
confirmation of the gospel through eighteen cen
turies, our spiritual energies ought to be so much
the greater. We have the same sacred testimo
nies with which the saints of the apostolic days
were supplied, and those testimonies far more
abundantly verified and illustrated; the same
throne of grace to importune, and an incalculable
number of additional proofs of its value; the
same Holy Spirit to ask for, and displays unuttera
bly more numerous of his gracious power; the
same overruling providence to superintend all our
affairs, and that providence exemplified in millions
more of wonderful interpositions; so that our faith
should be proportionably stronger, our love proportionably wanner, our zeal proportionably more
ardent, our prayers proportionably more effica
cious, our whole character more godlike. That
the church does not actually evince such spiritual
strength, and majesty, is to be accounted for on
the principle of her o’>\n unjustifiable delinquency,
her neglect to improve the talents confided to her
care; and not on the assumption—repugnant to
scripture, reason, and analogy—that such sera
phic piety is neither attainable , nor required in
times posterior to the apostolic age, and anterior
to the millenial era. We have too long made our
criminal dwarfishness the rule for estimating the
extent of our duty. We have too long taken it
for granted that things which are, are things which
ought to be. That whatever is, is right, is a max
im of truth, when predicated of divine procedure;
but a maxim of error, when asserted of human
conduct. The rectitude of the former does not
secure the justness of the latter, nor consecrate
its aberrations; neither does the unrighteousness
of the latter argue any dereliction in the former,
nor desecrate his holiness. The opposite doctrine
is fatalism. Avaunt the doctrine.—Philadelphia?!,

blindness came on him suddenly. Finding no re
lief from the physicians where he resided^he left
Virginia for Philadelphia, and upon the applica
tion of his friends, he and his servant were receiv
ed unto my house as boarders. I found him a
man of strong passions, impatient under sufferings,
not willing to submit to restraint of any kind.
When the physicians of the city were consult
ed they gave his friends no hopes of his recovering
his eye sight. Him they soothed with a promise
of a farther consideration of his case.
A few weeks after his corning to my house, a
gentleman much celebrated as an Oculist, arrived
in the city. Mr. I------ applied to him; he did
not tell him that his was an incurable case, but
that he would see him again. He bore this very
impatiently, observing to me that life was become
an intolerable burden; but that this was a conso
lation that he had it in his power at any time to
lay it down. It was but to increase the quantiof opium, (he was in the habit of taking opium,)
and all his sufferings would be ended. He
would see the doctor once more, and if he found
there were no hopes of the recovery of his sight,
he would certainly put his purpose into execution.
I remonstrated with him on the impropriety of
his behaviour, alleging that he had no more right
to take away his own life than he had the life of
his neighbor; and asked him whether he had con
sidered the consequences of rushing uncalled into
the presence of his Maker. He said that he had
considered it well; advocated his opinions on
this principle, that he was by a merciful
God placed on this earth to enjoy the good
things of this life, as far as it was in his power
honestly to obtain them; that the duties required
of him, were to be as useful tohis friends in partic
ular, and society at large, as his circumstances would
admit of; that by losing his sight he should no
longer enjoy any happiness here; would become
a burden to his friends, and could be of no use in
the world. The purposes for which life was given
him were now defeated, of course there would he
no impropriety in laying it down.
CONVERSION OF A BLIND MAN:
I made some remarks on what he advanced as
OK, THE POWER OF THE SCRIPTURES.
his sentiments, and to strengthen what I said, quo
“The following paper,” says the editor of the ted some passages of Scripture. He treated whafc
Philadelphia!!?'“ was put into my hand by Mrs. 1 said in a very light tnanner, spoke of the Bible
Snowden at least ten years ago, with permission to as the work of man, contBved to keep the vul
make it public after her decease. The Mr. G------ gar in ignorance, with many other observations
I------, of whose remarkable conversion she wrote, common to men of deistical principles. I then
is still living; and has ever since the change took inquired if he had ever read the Bible. He frank
place, which is here described, evinced the pow ly acknowledged that he had not since he left
er of godliness by his holy conduct. He is a sound school. I then asked him if he had l ot read the
divine, and devoted Christian, who calmly waits in works of those who were opposed to the Scriptures.
natural darkness, but in spiritual light, for the re He allowed that he had read many work; of this
demption of the just.”—A’. Y. Obs.
kind. If so, I observed he must have forced his
Rev. and Dear Sir—I shall now endeavour opinion of the book, from its avowed enemies;
to fulfil the promise made to you, some time ago, was this a fair way of proceeding; was it just? ji
by giving such information as is within my recol think you would not ac» thus uncandidly with the
lection respecting the case of Mr. G------ I------- • writings of authors whom you have heard spoken
That gentlemen is a native of Philadelphia, has against.
This book, you acknowledge you have not read
received a classical education and with it every
indulgence that a father’s partiality could bestow. stince you were a hoy. All that you know about
Brought up in the gay world, it is to be feared it you have from the enemies of the Christian re
there was little attention paid to his immortal in ligion. Taking these things into consideration, I
hope, sir, you will not again speak against the Bible,
terests.
THE APOSTOLIC AGE.
After spending the time necessary to acquire a as it is a book you have never read since you were
It strikes me that we have been cherishing very knowledge of the mercantile business, he left this capable of forming a judgement of its contents.
loose and incorrect ideas of the apostolic age. In city for the West Indies; was there successful in He apologised for what he had said in a very hand
our wonder at the exploits of that time, we have business, and being in circumstances to gratify his some manner; acknowledged that he was wrong
scarcely thought how far they might be imitated; inclinations, visited England, and in London throw in speaking as he had; and expressed a wish to
we have not sufficiently distinguished between ing off every restraint, indulged himself in all the have it read to him.
such of them as resulted from miraculous power, amusements and levities of that gay metropolis.
This I declined; and gave my reasons for so doing
and those which were produced by moral power:
Returning to America he entered into business which were, that a man thus prejudiced was not
but, when urged to exemplify the high born vir in the state of Virginia, There he resided some likely to profit by the reading of it. He would
tue of that period, we have demurred at the refer time when it pleased the Lord to deprive him of most probably cavil at, and perhaps ridicule many
ence, and sought to justify our deficiency by say his sight; an affliction looked upon by him at that parts of it; in so doing he would wound my feel
ing the epoch alluded to was an age of miracles. • time as unsupportable; for he saw not the hand ings, without benefiting himself, for 1 considered
Such a plea might be valid enough, if the exhor • whence it came; but after he was made sensible it the word of God; and my hopes of salvation
tation contemplated operations of a miraculous ; that he was as a brand snatched from the burning, rested on the truths contained it. He then assured
character, and not those of a moral nature—.which, I I have heard him often bless the chastisement as me on the word of a gentleman, if I would read
after all, are incomparably the greater of the two, i the chastisement of a Father.
it to him that whatever his opinion might be on
though they strike not the senses so forcibly. For | Mr. I------ had weak eyes from a child, but his j hearing it read, he would carefully avoid saying

On Saturday morning, there was a prayer-meet
ing in the Old Church, at 6 o’clock. Nothing of
the kind have my eyes ever seen before. It would
have been impossible, it appears to me, that anoth
er individual couldbyany means have been brought
within the Church. Addresses were made and
prayers offered by Rev. Messrs. Grammar, J. E.
Jackson, Gunter, Mead, and Osgood. I could not
avoid giving a few words of exhortation. The meet
ing broke up at a little after seven o’clock, and
JThave no doubt that good was done—that theLord
did hear and will answer the prayers so fervently
made for the outpouring of His Holy Spirit.
At 9 o’clock, the convention met. The ques
tion of The Bishop’s fund was settled after some
very animated speaking.—It places the duty of
making collections, in the churches, on all the
clergy of the Diocese. I was surprised to find,
that although the matter was started in 1816, the
.Episcopal fund amounts, at this time only to $5000.
By a nearly unanimons resolution, the meeting of
the next convention is to be held in Alexandria,
D. C. At II o’clock, the religious services, com
menced—sermon in the New Church by Rev.
Benjamin C. Cutler, from Philippians iii.
and
in the Old by Rev. Mr. Cobbs. Various sub
jects of discussion occupied the attention of the
convention until half past 3 o’clock, when it ad
journed to meet at 5, and notwithstanding the ses
sion of the convention, the meetings for prayer at
three different places were held as on the preced
ing days. The one I attended was at Mrs. Tay
lor’s and again addressed the meeting, in compa
ny with Rev. Messrs. Cobbs and Cutler. In the
evening, none but the New Church was opened
for divine service, as there was to be a collection
for the Missionary Society of the diocese. The
sermon was preached by the Rev. John P. M.
M’Guire, from Ecclesiastes ix. 10., and the col
lection amounted to $220.
The convention adjourned at half past? o’clock,
but I was not present at the concluding session.
I had intended to give you an account of the
exercises on Sunday; but this must be deferred to
auother letter on several accounts. It would in the
first place increase the length of the present com
munication beyond reasonable limits; and, second
ly, I almost despair of being able to give you any
adequate account, for the interest of the occasion
was so intense-—the services so almost painfully
overwhelming, that I hardly know how to write
about them. But I will venture for your next
week’s paper. Besides this, Bishop Moore has
most kindly consented to furnish me with his val
edictory address on Sunday evening.
I find that I have forgotton to mention that a
confirmation was held on Saturday morning, when
I believe 36 ratified their baptismal engagements.
This service was concluded by a most affecting
and affectionate address to the confirmed, by Bish
op Moore.
You may calculate, unless there should be some
unexpected interruption, to hear from me in rela
tion to the “Last day of the Feast.”
Your friend and brother,
G. T. BEDELL.
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any thing that might have the least tendency to
wound my feelings or give offence.
There was an earnestness in his manner of ad
dressing me which satisfied my mind that he was
desirous of having it read to him, and the next
day was fixed upon to begin with the reading of
it. I believe he waited impatiently for the hour
appointed, for no sooner did it arrive than he sent
for me. I observed to him before we began,
that as in the New Testament we would find the
fulfilment of the promises of the Saviour, I would
point those promises out as often as they occurred
to me whilst reading the Old Testament, and
which it would be necessary for him to take notice
of as we proceeded. We began with the first
chapter of Genesis. Before we had finished he stop
ped me to express his admiration of the language;
observing, it was sublime beyond any thing he
had ever read. All attention while I was reading,
he regretted very much when I was under the ne
cessity of leaving off.
I believe that it was on the second day of my
reading to him that he cried out, “ What a wretch
am I, to have spoken against such a book! a book
that I had never read so as to know any thing of
its contents 1”
I went on reading to him for a few days, accordto the plan laid down, which was to read one hour
every day, when the distress of his mind increased
greatly.
I heard now no more of a second visit to the
Doctor, no complaint, no murmuring, on the ac
count of lo9s of sight. He saw the hand of God
in this dispensation of his Providence, and would
often say it was less far less, than he deserved. I
now called upon some of my religious friends to
converse with him, and assist me in reading to him,
as my family duties prevented my being with him
as much as I could wish. About this time sever
al religious works were occasionally read to him;
amongst which were Boston’s Fourfold State, New
ton’s Works, and Hervey’s Dialogues. The des
criptive parts of the last mentioned work he would
frequently request me to pass over. His desire to
hear of the doctrines of free grace was so great
that he had not patience to attend to any thing,
however elegant, where it had not a tendency to
throw light upon a subject that. lay nearest his
heart. He now neglected no opportunity of hearing
the word of God; attending sermons on Sabbaths,
and weekly societies as often as it was in his pow
er. His natural disposition as might be expected,
would sometimes get the better of the good reso
lution he had formed, thus betraying him into a
a fretfulness that was troublesome to his friends,
and tke cause of much uneasiness to himself. Of
ten on these occasions I have heard him lament
over a sinful nature accusing himself of ingrati
tude to that God, who had stopped him in his ca
reer of vice; and by depriving him of the light of
day, had enlightened his mind, so-as to enable him
to receive the truths contained in his blessed Word.
I do not at present, recollect how long he staid
with me, but,I think it was something less than
a year. It was then thought advisable by his
friends to place him in the country, and board
ing was taken for him in the neighborhood of Mr,
T------, of A----- ?.
I am, sir, with great respect, Yours, &c.
Ann Snowden.
FASRION AND DUTY.

In whatever state of society men are collected
together, a strong current will always set against
Christianity; though not always in the same chan
nel. Our own state has little superstition to
encounter: it is free from the violence and cruelty,
and other vices of malevolence, which disfigure a
ruder period. But it is full of other dangers,
which render it not the less necessary personally
to extract and apropriate from the fountain-head of
Scripture a system of Christian conduct. In a
luxurious opulent community, a certain standard
cf manners becomes fixed and established; custom

renders them habitual. The young Christian as
he enters into life, falls naturally into the stream
and glides along; and who would stop, and take
the pains to resist or cross the current, unless the
warning voice of the preacher admonished him of
the danger of the course? General custom, we
will say, has established that a certain decree of
sumptuousness will be the characteristic of a rich
man’s table—that a certain attention and expence
should be devoted to the ostentation of dress and
equpage, and the various concomitants of luxury
—that a certain portion of time should be given
up to the various modes of recreation with which
an opulent country abounds. No one will venture
to deny that there is a limit somewhere, though it
is not my concern to fix it, beyond whjch these indul
gences and expenses must be forbidden; that
there is a point where they cease to be consistent
with practical Christianity. Yet how few look
round and inquire on which side of that boundary
they themselves are travelling! IIow few would
ever check the career of vanity, unless admon
ished by the preacher that they will not be judg
ed at the last day by the customs of society, but
by the precepts of the Gospel; and that these
things are not trifles or matters of indifference,
but the chief tests of principle which lie within
our power, or can be determined by our choice,
and form in fact the distinctions by which reality
is discerned from profession. The gradual attri
tion of a world in which corruption abounds, is cal
culated imperceptibly to wear down and deface
the beauty of that image which the Christian is
expected to exhibit, who is, “God’s workmanship,
created in Christ Jesus unto good works;” unless
it be perpetually repaired by reference to the ori
ginal. We have only to consider for a moment
the injunctions which the apostles enforce to char
ity of thought and words as well as of deed; to
spiritual-mindedness; to humility; to indifference
towards the opinion of others, in all cases where
custom leads one way, and duty another; to zeal
in the practice and propagation of religion; to
perseverance in prayer; to resignation under af
flictions; to gratitude in temporal prosperity: we
have only to consider these, in order to be convin
ced of the perpetual necessity incumbent on the
preacher, to fix, the attention of his hearers on
the original draft of Christianity, instead of its
imperfect copy as represented in the mixed and
tumultuous scenes of human society;—Bishop
Sumner.
From the New-York Mercury
NEW-ORLEANS.
Messrs. Editors—I observe in your paper of

Saturday, that at New Orleans, in consequence of
great rains, old cronies were fishing for craw fish
at Marigney’s Canal, on the very spot where on
the previous Sunday a display of volunteer corps
had been made. Having spent some months in
New* Orleans lately, I witnessed the manner of
spending Sunday in that place. Every review
and large parade takes place on Sunday;—sham
battles, Indian ball plays, and other amusements
are continually advertised for Sunday, besides
which the negroes have every Sunday, on the
“ Congro ground,” dances, horse and foot races,
cock fights, &c. The only part of the city where
stores are closed on that day, is the upper fauxburg
and the neighborhood, which is considered the
American part. The French and Spanish part of
the population appear to take no notice of the
day at all. The gambling tables licensed by the
authorities at ’ 5000 or $7,500 per annum, are ail
in full operation, and the French theatre is always
open. About fourteen month ago, an individual
ventured to remonstrate against Sunday parades
in one of the New Orleans papers, but he w’as im •
mediately hooted at by other writers as being
“over-pious,” and the idea of keeping the Sabbath
day holy, was ridiculed. While on this subject
I would call your attention to the dates of review’s
in Paris; and you will find that they not unfre
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quently occur on Sunday. Our own troops in the
regular army used to, and for ought I know’ do now,
make Sunday the principal parade day. Such
things should not be, particularly in these days of
reform. I am no professor of religion, neither do
I think myself superstitious: but I certainly do
not believe any man, or set of men, or city or
country, can expect even temporal prosperity per
manently, who set at open defiance that law which
says “ Remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy.”
Yours,
M. J.
IIOW IIE STRIKES A STRANGER.

The following most graphic description of the
impression which the example and conversation of
a plain Bible Christian, may be supposed gene
rally to produce on the minds of comparatively
decayed and ignorant professed followers of Christ,
must be particularly interesting to Episcopalians;
for although it docs not introduce the person of
one of their own missionaries, it relates to that
frank and noble-minded people, amongst whom
we have now two dear brethren patiently labor
ing; and it also refers to a distinguished country
man of ours, at the mention of whose name the
heart of every American must swell with delight,
and towards whom the members of our commu
nion must feel sentiments of the liveliest gratitude
for all the kindness he has shown our missiona
ries. Oh, that they might thoroughly imbibe his
spirit, and be blessed with his success! With
what exquisite and thrilling emotions would the
hearts of all the friends of our Greek Missiona
ries be filled, should the personal narrative of
some other Greek, unfold similar feelings to those
expressed below, towards those faithful missiona
ries of the meek and lowly Saviour!—Epis. Rec.
FROM TIIE NARRATIVE OF PETRO3 MENG0U3, A
GREEK SOLDIER.

Intercourse with the Rev. Jonas King.—During
my last residence in Smyrna, an event occurred
which excited a deep interest in my mind, al
though I was far from apprehending at that timq
the influence to be afterwards exerted ©n my
country by the individual it brought to my ac
quaintance. My father was one day informed that
a Frank, who had been but a short time in Smyrna,
wished to obtain private lodgings in a Greek
bouse, being dissatisfied with his situation in an
Armenian family. My father, who had indeed
for many years had some of his own kindred in
his house, and frequently, in times of greater pros
perity, spread a table for numbers of friends, had
never received any person as a boarder, and In
deed, had never had a Frank in his family, so
strictly had we been habituated to the exclusive
system prevailing among our people. Our family
was now small, but the proposition was reluctantly
agreed to, as the opinion we had of most Franks,
and particularly the English, was, that they were
not accustomed to the frugal habits of the Greeks,
When our guest was introduced, however, we
were soon relieved from all anxiety on the sub
ject. He appeared gratified, or at least perfectly
content, with every thing he saw, and had such
modest, friendly, and simple manners, that we
were immediately placed at our ease, and began
to lose our natural reserve towards strangers. In
stead of finding in him any thing to confirm our
prevailing opinions, so unfavorable to the morali
ty of the Franks, we learned from his conversa
tion that he looked for the strictest’purity of lan
guage and thought, as well as of conduct; and
that he formed his opinions of men according to
their real characters, independently of external
condition. 'Devoid of all pride, humble of him
self, with his wishes and his thoughts devoted en
tirely to the object of doing good to others, we
soon discovered in hint a disposition of a very
different nature from that we looked for. One of
the first things in our guest which excited our sur
prise, was the regularity and solemnity with which
he asked the divine blessing on the fpod placed
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before him. And this, it was evident, proceeded deeply skilled in the doctrines of the Greek
from long habit, and indicated that such practices church, and habituated to performing its rites, as
prevailed in the country to which he belonged. well as to reading the Bible frequently, they had
His conversation was agreeable and attractive, and never preached, nor thought as did the American
soon grew interesting, because it was also highly missionary. The doctrines, the manner, the ar
instructive. I do not recollect what circumstance guments, ail were new and different from any thing
introduced it, but he had been in our house but a that had before entered their minds. It seemed
short time before the Holy Scriptures were men to me that they felt that they had before compre
tioned by him, and a discourse ensued, of which hended in their grasp little more than the shadow
the sacred books formed the subject. He made of truth, and now began to sec the substance.
different remarks, in relation to them and their The lives and doctrines of the patriarchs and
contents, their history, value, and doctrines, which apostles, the prophets and the Messiah, appeared
soon fixed the attention of all present upon him; in a light such as they never had seen them in be
and every thing he said, I think gratified, while fore, and possessed a correspondence, uniformity,
it struck with astonishment every one who heard and simplicity, which surpassed all they had ever
him. This was owing to the fact that he pre imagined. Some of the more ignorant of them,
sented the doctrines of the Bible in points of view as if overcome by the novelty of his manner and
in which we never before had seen them, and ap opinions, sat with their eyes immoveably fixed up
peared to have such perfect reason, that we had on his face, and every expression of wonder im
neither the power nor the disposition to controvert pressed in their features. Occasionally the hear
or question their correctness. Few Greeks, I be ers interchanged silent looks of admiration, plea
lieve, could have listened even a little time, with sure, or surprise, and repeatedly broke out with
out feeling that his familiarity with his subject was words of approbation, uttered, in tones of great
far greater than their own. I have before re feeling: “These are the real doctrines! This is
marked that there was a kind of superstitous re the truth! Here is a true Christianity! Ah! these
verence for the Bible, and I never saw more than are the words and the thoughts of the first Chris
two or three in our village;—this was, no doubt, tians! Would that all men thought and acted
In part owing to the difficulty and cost of obtain thus!”
ing copies of it. It therefore happened, as may
The impressions produced by Mr. King were
well be supposed, that very few were in the habit not only strong, but durable, as I had opportunity
of reading it often; but our guest differed mate to see. Such assemblies as this frequently took
rially in several respects from those who were most place at my father’s: and the interest of the cler
familiar with it—our priests, from whom he dif gy and other good men of our nation' appeared
fered decidedly, though modestly.
only to become more and more earnest. I had
This conversation was very soon succeeded by opportunities to converse with the missionary in
others, which we were all glad to turn to similar his retirement, and in excursions Isometimes made
topics; and a warm admiration was soon felt by with him about the city and neighborhood, and
us of the country from which the stranger had profited from them in learning more of his doccome. When we ascertained that he had made a trines, his habits, and his country. During the
voyage expressly to promulgate the pure and ex wandering life 1 had led for some years, I had
alted truths which we heard from his lips;—when hardly met with a bible, perhaps not one, except
wc learned something of America, which he told those in some of the churches; and although ma
us was his native land;—a country concerning ny passages in different parts of it were still fami
which the knowledge of the Greeks was generally liar to me, I had never examined it in that leisui ely
exceedingly limited, even at that period; we and studious manner in which it was evident Mr.
found more and more to excite our attention to King had devoted himself to it. I still knew num
every word he spoke. Such was the character bers of the Psalms by heart, as well as much of
exhibited to me, an uninterested spectator at the the ordinary services of the church, funerals, &c.,
time, by the devoted missionary, Mr. King. He but books I had seldom touched since the com
had been in the Holy Land, was master of several mencement of the war, if I except such frag
important languages, and mingled with men of ments of old libraries as were frequently served
different nations, creeds and characters, by which out by the government as cartridges. I now felt a
he acquired the power of communicating truth in great anxiety to obtain a bible, and began to make
a striking and interesting manner; and as that search and inquiries for one. It was, however,
was his great object, his talents were exerted at impossible to find a single copy for sale in Smyrna,
every proper occasion.
and I could not find any in the hands of my
His character and objects became known in a friends, with one single exception. A young man
very short time to many of the Greek priests at of my acquaintance told me he possessed a copy
Smyrna; and soon after the first conversation of the Septuagint, but he was very unwilling to
aboye alluded to, I had an opportunity to listen trust it out of his hands on account of the ex
to a conference between him and a number of the treme difficulty of obtaining another in case of its
clergy who assembled at my father’s house one loss. After some solicitation he consented to
evening,- attracted by the fame of his doctrines, lend it, as I could not prevail upon him to sell it,
file company had been seated but a few minutes, on condition that if I lost it I should pay him fif
and conversation commenced, when all, with one teen dollars.
consent, appeared to yield to him the place of an
The accidental, or rather providential, intro
instructor, respectfully asking such questions as duction of Mr. King into our family, was the cause
‘they thought particularly interesting, or listening of our forming a number of other highly respecta
as they did the greater part of the time, to what ble acquaintances of a similar character in the
he said. With great humility and modesty he en course of a few succeeding months. Mr. Wolff",
tered at some length into an explanation of some the Jewish missionary, and several of the Ameri
of the leading doctrines of the scriptures as he can missionaries, were at different times in our
viewed them, most earnestly and affectionately house. With Mr. Brewer I made an excursion
directing his remarks and the evidence he brought to the sites of some of the sevTh ancient churches
forward to the perfect and clear convincing of the in Asia Minor; and with Mr. King, as I have be
audience. He had a copy of the Greek Bible at fore mentioned, I made the journey to Constanti
hand, to which he made frequent reference with nople. I may say, after frequent opportunities to
great readiness, whenever he wished to explain observe, that the Greeks, and especially the cler
the meaning of any particular text, or to corrobo gy, were greatly interested in them, and viewed
rate any of his declarations or opinions with the their object with peculiar favor; and several times
words of inspiration. The attitudes and expres I witnessed accidental meetings, when I found the
sions of those around him showed that his discourse j same spirit exhibited.
produced deep and generally agreeable impres-1 The minds of many of my countrymen have
sions. Though the persons were more or less' been much impressed with the truths of the gos

pel as made known by the American missionaries;
and it always appeared to me that no powerful im
pediment was presented to their being generally
embraced. Numbers of the clergy, as well as
most of the laity, require enlightening, as they
were generally the first to admit; but no prejudi
ces, unless those of a moderate kind, impeded the
way to their conviction.
“WE WOULD SEE JESUS.”
John xii. 21.

I would see Jesus in prosperity, thather fascinating
lightmay notleadme toadreadful precipice;butthat
his good spirit may whisper to my heart the noble
inducements Christians have to devise liberal tilingsthat I might ever be saying, “What am I, O Lord•
that thou shouldest put it into my heart to do these
things, when the earth is thine and the fullness
theieof ? It is but thine own that 1 return unto
thee.”
I would see Jesus in adversity, because he is a
friend born for such a state; because when
all the fallacious props of happiness give away,
his single name alone supports the building. I
would see Jesus in adversity, that I might order
my cause before him, for he has all power in hea
ven and on earth, and can easily arrange future
events so as to throw lustre on the darkest circum
stances.
I would see Jesus in health, that I might turn at
his gentle reproof; that I might not be full and for
get God, but be devoted, body as well as soul to
his praise.
I would see Jesus in sickness, because he healeth
all my diseases; he alone dispenses the balm of
Gilead, he alone isthephysician there.
I would see Jesus in ordinances', for what are or
dinances, destitute of him? As the body with
out the Spirit is, so are ordinances without Christ,
lie shows himself through the lattices, he appears
in his beauty, he is as the dew unto Israel, as the
shadow of a great rock in aweary land; hispeople
sit under its shade with great delight: his fruit
is pleasant to their taste. They say continually in
ordinances, “Make haste, O my beloved be thou
like a young hart on the mountains.”
I would see Jesus in social intercourse. For what
are all the charms of friendship? What the re
finement of taste? What the pleasures of con
versation ? Are they not unsatisfying, and delu
sive, unless sanctified by the blood of our Re
deemer?
I would see Jesus in my own .heart, as Lo«-d of its
affections, of its purposes, of its pleasures, as the
grand mover of its hopes and fears, the Afcthor
of its existence and happiness.
1 would see Jesus in death, as the Sun of Righ
teousness, whose beams in the darkest moments
can spread light and healing. I would listen to
his voice saying, “To him that overcometh will
I give to eat of the tree of life.’ “Fear not, I
have the keys of hell, and of death.” Arise, O
thou wearied follower of thy crucified Lord, anc.
enter into thy rest.
' .
1 would see Jesus in glory, for what is heaven
itself without him? But when we shall see him as
he is, then shall we be like him, and be forever hap
py in his presence.—London Mag.
SCRIPTURE DIFFICULTY.

Gen. xxii. 1.— And it came to pass after these
things that God did tempt Abraham.
The letter of this passage is directly opposed to
James i. 13: “ God tempteth no man;" but in reality
there is no opposition between the two sacied
writers. The meaning is that God proved or tried,
Abraham, i. .e. put his obedience to the test, as
the English word tempt, from tento, originally sig
nified; whereas the meaning of Janies is that God
tempteth no man to evil or the commission ot sin.
The world will allow a vehemence approaching
to ecstacy on almost any occasion but that, which
above all other, will justify it.
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stition remain, only serves to increase human crime,
“ Whatever entertainment this scene might have
and human misery. They have monarchial govern afforded it was damped by my servant’s officious
There are few parts of the world which claims ment, an order of nobility, merchants, and agricul ness, in pointing out seven men, with their ankles
a larger share in the sympathies of Christians, turists; they have chief cities, towns, villages; hut and wrists secured round tall posts, fixed in the
than Africa. Not only do we owe that portion of they are at once the slaves of the most absolute ground, where they were to remain till the night
our globe a large debt of reparation and kindness, and diabolic despotism, and of the most sanguin preceding the next festival, when their heads were
for the indescribable miseries indicted by the slave ary superstition. For the slightest offence the to be struck off. These unhappy victims, though
trade upon the inhabitants of its western and eas life of man is taken away. At every funeral, the conscious of their impending late, were not indif
tern shores; but the deep moral ignorance and blood of the common people is used to water the ferent to the music, which they seemed to enjoy,
wretchedness in which her sable tribes are, in eve grave. The number slain for this purpose is pro by endeavoring to beat time to it. An equal
ry part involved, render Africa an especial ob portionate to the rank of the deceased, and number of horses were likewise fastened to stakes,
ject of benevolent regard. The slave trade ex sometimes amounts to scores and hundreds of per on the opposite side, and were to sutler the sanu
cited wars and divisions among many of the Af sons; and this, too, is repeated every year, so that fate. I soon took my leave, and quitted this seem
rican nations, who had lived, comparatively, harm the waste of human life is incalculable, and is of distress; buthad not proccdeed tar before I was al
less among themselves; and arrested their simple wholly to be attributed to pride and superstition. most suffocated by an unsupportablc stench, which
efforts at civilization and improvement. Some of All the acounts which have been published of looking round, I found to proceed from the heads of
them it could not render more cruel than they the kingdom of Dahomy, and other African na thirty-two horses, and thirty-six men, who had been
were; but among these, if a hundredth part of tions, agree in the same representations, and from massacred on two preceding festivals, not for any
that effort had been used to establish a legitimate a journey to that kingdom, we give the follow crime which the men had committed, hut as a sac
and civilizing commerce, which was put forth to ing painfully illustrative extracts.—
rifice to the mistaken grandeur of the king, and
obtain slaves; and had this been also accompanied by
“The celebration of the Customs usually con agreeable to custom immemorial.”
endeavors to introduce among them the light of
Afterwards he observes,—
the Christian faith, even these semi-civilized bar tinues about a month, during which there is some
“ In the evening I had permission to visit the
public exhibition every fourth, or market day: the
barians, such as the people of the kingdoms of
intermediate days being employed in preparations. king; and having passed half an hour with him,
Dahomy, Asliantee, and others, must, at this time
The whole would afford a very amusing specta returned to my quarters, sufficiently tired with the
have presented* a different character. It is most cle, if it were not for the human sacrifices which noise and fatigue of the day. On my way, I pas
melancholy to reflect, that, along a great part
arc annually made for the purpose of wqtcring, sed by the place where I had seen the seven men.
of the western coast of that continent, and no j
acdording to the country expression, the graves and the like number of horses, tied two days be
small part of the eastern too, professing Christians
fore. They were now gone; and I was told, had
of the deceased Royal family.
have been known chiefly as exciters of, and par- i
been murdered the preceding night.”
“
The
king
has
two
houses,
called
Dahomy
and
takers in, the most atrocious deeds; that they •
With the following narrative we conclude our
have not only kept tfie Africans back from im Gringony, in the town, and another without the extracts:
gates,
called
Dampogey:
that
they
are
about
the
provement, but plunged them into the lowest
“ After a victory, (says the author,) the officers
depths of cruelty and savagism; and that even j same dimensions as that at Balmina; and like it, and soldiers were liberally rewarded, by the desnow, when many of the philanthropic and humane are inclosed by a mud wall, about twenty feet trihution of cowries and cloth; and the skulls of
are nobly exerting themselves for the benefit of I high. In passing the guard-house, at the door the vanquished enemy were ordered to be ap
the people of that continent, there are others of l of Grisgomr place, I observed a great number of plied to the decoration of the royal walls.
a difteient character, who are reviving the trade human skulls, fixed on small stakes on the roof of
“The operators, therefore, proceeded with the
in human beings, extending it in new directions, it, which had belonged to prisoners taken in war. works till the skulls were all expended, when the
On
each
side
of
the
door
was
a
pile
of
human
heads,
and counteracting, as far as may be, and with too
defective part of the walls were measured and a
much efficiency, the endeavors which are making at least fifty in each; and at a few yards distance, calculation made, by which it appeared, that one
to extend improvement, knowledge, and religion in opposite the door, was a small stage, about ten hundred and twenty- seven was the number wanted
that benighted quarter of the globe. This is a feet high, on which lay about two dozen heads of so finish this extraordinary embellishment. The
subject never to be forgotten in the prayers of unfortunate victims, who had been sacrificed a prisons, where the wretched captives had been
God's people; and the activity of the wicked in few days before at some of the late festivals.”
The writer, is giving an account of his introduc confined, were accordingly thrown open, and the
doing mischief, and indicting misery, under the
requisite number of devoted victims dragged
tion
to the king says,—
influence of the lust of gain, ought only to stimu
forth, to be slaughtered in cold blood, for this
“ I was received at the door by the Mayhou. hellish purpose. Previous to their execution they
late the activity of benevolence and religious
On each side of it was a human head, recently were informed that the heads brought home by the
charity.
Independent, however, of all the evils which cut off, lying on a flat stone, with the face down, Agaow had not been found sufficient to garnish
have been the result of this violence and aggres and the bloody end of the neck towards the en the palace, and that theirs were required to sup
sion of nations, professing to be Christian, Africa trance. In the guard house were about forty wo ply the deficiency. This act of barbarianism was
presents a moral scene of the most affecting kind. men, armed with a musket and cutlass each and greatly applauded by all present.”
To the north it is involved in Mahometan dark twenty eunuchs, with bright iron rods in their hand;
ness, delusions, and vice; on the South, the people one of whom slipped away to anounce my arrival,
LETTER FROM TIIE REV. J. II. HILL.
are sunk almost below Paganism itself, having The Mayhou, walking cautiously forward, con
We find an interesting letter in the Seamen’s
scarcely any form of religion, or any intellectual ducted me through the first court to a door near Magazine, from the Rev. J. II. Hill, during his
activity—wretched, sordid, and degraded to the which were two more heads, where he prostrated stay at La Valetta. The first part contains infor
level of beasts. High up the east coast, they himself and kissed the ground: on which it was mation which we have already published. The
are in a state of equal degradation, but with more opened by a female, and we entered a second following additional particulars are interesting,
ferocity; in some parts of the west, and tending court two sides of which were formed by long
But 1 must not omit what indeed I at first de
to the interior, there are several half-civilized king shady piazzas* In this we were met by the Ta- signed to make one subject of my letter—the
megan
and
Yavougah,
who,
with
the
Mayhou,
fre

doms, whose superstitions are not only gross,
manner of our spending our time on board the
but hideously cruel. Of the central nations we quently knelt down, and kissed the ground, pro Palestine, and the blessed result which, as we
as yet know little, of many nothing; but there is nouncing aloud some of the king's titles, as we trust, has attended them. ..After the first few
no hope that any of them is in a state much above walked across this court, in which were ranged ] days, when we were recovered from sea-sickneSs,
the rest. Yet Africa contains millions of immor six human heads. From this we passed through a : we had prayers regularly, night and morning,
al souls,—yet Africa has, both in former times, and door in the court, where the king waited for us.” without one interruption—in the morning “at three
The following is a shocking instance of the dis bells,” and in the evening at “.v.r bells”—in other
in our own days, witnessed the glorious and hal
lowing, triumphs of the Gospel; and Africa, deep regard of human life, and the callousness of the words, at half-past nine A. M. and seven P. M.
as she is plunged in ignorance and vice, is inclu unrenewed heart:
These were found to be the most convenient hours
ded in the purchase of redeeming mercy, and
“ On the next morning, I had an invitation to to all parties. We held the monthly concert in
over all her sunburnt plains, and in her trackless come, if it were agreeable, aud be a spectator of November, in our cabin; that in October we were
forests, shall her children ultimately stretch out some amusements at the king' gate. They con obliged to omit through sickness. The first Sun
their hands unto God.
sisted of antic dances of a multitude of people, day we were all very sick, and it was a rough day.
This is, indeed, an object offaith; for the pre to the harsh music of a variety of instruments. On the second .Sunday, I preached at noon on
sent actual state of the Africans is one, awfully dis Amid all these festivals, should a man’s foot slip deck; all hands were assembled, my pulpit was
tant from all appearance of such an event, consid and occasion him to fall, it is regarded as a bad the capstan, and we had a congregation of twen
ered generally. The habits of caffres, and hot- omen, and the poor wretch is immediately taken ty-one souls. I went through the regular morn
tentots, are pretty well known to our readers; out of the crowd, and his head struck off, without i ing service of our church, without any ©mission
but those of the half civilized western nations not any interruption to the dance, which goes on, as 1 My sermon from the words, “ What must I do to
6o much so; but they furnish a most affecting if nothing had happened.”
be saved?” was extempore: all wore attentive, and
proof, that, in many circumstances, every ap
After describing a procession, he refers to the ' the service to me was peculiarly solemn and im
proach to chiiization, whilst Paganism and super subject of the prefixed Cut:—
pressive. On the third Sunday, brother R, preach-
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ed under nearly the same circumstances, from the ing, “Sir, I perceive it will be our watch on deck
words, “What is your life?” On the fourth Sun shortly—we should be greatly obliged if you will
day we were becalmed close under the coast of engage in prayer for us before you take your
Portugal—it was my turn to preach, and I took leave.” I prayed with these interesting men un
for my text the words, “One thing is needful.” der impressions more solemn, I think, than on any
On the fifth Sunday brother R. preached, his text similar occasion. At their own request we left
was, “The heart is deceitful above all things, and with them, bibles, prayer-books, and a Seamen’s
desperately wicked.” On the sixth Sunday, I Hymn-book, the only one I regret to state, I had
again officiated and preached what was designed on board. You remember you said you would
to be a farewell sermon to our crew, from Pro obtain from Mr. Leavitt some copies and a file of
verbs iv. 14, 15, and 16th verses. These were all the Sailor’s Magazine, but they did not come to
the services we were privileged to have during this hand.
When we arrived and took leave of these inter
voyage. On the day after my last sermon, I was
walking the quarter-deck, when the young man at esting men, many of them were moved, and all
the helm put a note in my hand; on opening it, I were eager to press forward to have a last word.
found the following, “ Kind sir, you will greatly One of them, when I shook hands with him, said,
oblige us if you could make it convenient this eve (he was the best seamen I ever saw, and a very
ning, to give us the privilege of a private conver regular man,) “Ah sir, if we steer by your com
sation with you, on the all-important subject of pass we shall do well.” I hastily bid him farewell,
salvation, as we feel very much interested in the referring him to his Bible, as his best chart and
subject.” This note was signed by two of the only safe guide through the voyage of life. I
crew, one of whom we had remarked as more se have thought this narrative would interest you and
rious than any of the rest, and in the other, a very our beloved friends, and have therefore occupied
striking change had been for some time visible. the greater part of this long letter with the de
We had'often desultory conversation with the men. tail—as for other matter, I must refer you to my
on the subject of religion, and had regularly sent other letters. We have great hopes for these
to them, in the forecastle, hyrnn-books, prayer- men, and do not cease to pray for them, accord
books, tracts, and Sailor’s Magazines. But this ing to their earnest united wish.
J. H. II.
was the first opportunity of pointed and personal
conversation that had occurred. On reading the
GAMBIER OBSERVER.
note I was greatly overcome—I could not but
GAMBIER, FRIDAY, JUNE 10, 1831.
weep—I went forward where no eye could see
me, and humbled myself before God for my un
A Pleasing Circumstance.—Our readers may recollect
faithfulness, and glorified him for his rich grace,
and prayed that it might appear that the excellen that it was our painful duty last January, to announce the
cy of the power of that grace might be manifest death of a youth connected with Kenyon College, by name
in the conversion of some of these precious John Mercer Minor. For some considerable time before his
3quIs, through the feeble instruments, the earth- sickness he had become serious, and a short time before, had
ern vessels, whom he had sent. In the evening made a profession of religion. When it was made known to
I went at an appointed hour into their little his connexions and friends that he had sought the Lord thus
cabin, (the forecastle) and had a most interesting early, their hearts overflowed with joy, and many testimonies
conversation with them. They were both, as I were given of their increased affection for him, A verytruly believe, sincere inquirers. One of them ap aged grand-mother proposed sending him, as a token of her
peared to be in deep affliction and wept much; love, a valuable watch. He accepted it with thankfulness and
the other, of a more lively disposition and more said he would wear it far her sake, but added, that he could
intelligent, was equally anxious to hear the word not refrain from wishing its value might be put in another
of life; and it appeared he was ready at once to shape, meaning one more convertible to the purposes of bene
embrace the offers of mercy, through the Lord volence. Before his wish was known at home, and an answer
Jesus, as they were exhibited to him in a subse returned, the dear youth was taken from us. His wish howe
quent conversation. The word appeared to be ver, has been.fulfillcd. As he took a lively interest in the Col
received in an honest heart, and with a sincere de lege Bible Society, and the Sabbath Schools taught by the stu
sire to profit by it. As several of their messmates dents, the value of the present has been applied by his friends
belonging to their watch below, were necessarily to these two objects—thirty dollars to the former, and twenty
present, I endeavored to preach the gospel to dollars to the latter.
them all, pointedly and faithfully. I was glad to
We know the delicacy of a subject like this, and the danger
find another of these rough sons of the ocean lis of giving it too much prominence; therefore the fact is left
tening with the most intense interest to all I said. without further comment.
I quitted them after an interview of two hours,
with a promise to renew my visit whenever they
Conventions.—We give on our first page an account of the
should notify me of a convenient season.
recent Convention in the diocese of Virginia, from which it
This occurred on the second evening after, when is evident that a great effort is there made t& render such oc
I invited brother R. to accompany me, and we casions seasons of spiritual improvement, as well as business.
spent the whole evening with them, “both hear It is most earnestly to be wished that such might be the case
ing them and answering their” earnest and remarka in every diocese. There are some indications of a disposition
bly pertinent “ questions.'1 We had the same au to improve them in other dioceses, in the same way. A writer
ditors as before, below—but on looking up, 1 per in the last Episcopal Watchman calls the attention of his read
ceived at a glance, without appearing to notice it, ers to the subject, remarking in conclusion, “ When the Her
that the poor fellows whose turn it was “to watch alds of the Gross assemble together in large numbers, it seems
on deck,” were peering over the companionway, to us but decent and proper that they should do something
to catch a word for themselves. It was truly an
interesting, though a novel sight, to see this group more than attend to mere eccloeiastical business;—it seems
assembled to hear us “tal’t to them about salvation. but decent and proper that they should achieve something for
We were seated on chests; alongside of me on the glory of the divine Redeemer—something for the spiritual
the same chest sat the young man who had hand and eternal interests of their fellow men.” Io this sentiment
ed me the note—opposite to me and only a few we most heartily subscribe. We believe it is even more than
finches removed, sat brother R. on the side of a proper: it seems to us absolutely necessary, if they would
berth, another sat earnestly listening to our words meet together for the better and not for the worse. When
—around us and behind us were the other men re clergymen and lay delegates assemble in Convention, the first
clining in their berths, all attentive listeners—-a character in which they should recognize one another, is that
solitary lamp fastened in the floor, shed its faint of the officers of a spiritual kingdom, essentially consisting of
rays on this group; and surely so novel a specta spiritual qualities, and seeking the attainment of spiritual ends.
cle was rarely seen in that forecastle, and such an If through carelessness or any other cause, these things are
“Inquiry Meeting’ not often heard of on shore. overlooked, and business occupies all the thoughts and feelings,
One of them interrupted the conversation by say a habit of - contemplating and engaging in ecclesiastical mat

ters with a secular spirit will be formed, and in this way wilT
be frustrated the very objects aimed at by legislative enact
ments and all the rules, rights, ordinances and constitutions of
the Church of Christ. By the mutual salutations of friends on
such occasions, kindly feelings may he revived between old
acquaintances and originated and cherished between new ones,
and so far it is well; but with all this there may be an actual
declension in all the feelings peculiar to a Christian, and the
members may return to their homes, to say the least, without
any renewal of their spiritual strength. To avoid this evil,
they should prepare themselves for their respective Conventions
as for some great religious solemnity, making it a matter of
earnest prayer that the Divine Head of the Church would
grant his special presence, both in guiding the minds and re
viving the hearts of his people. Ministers especially, should
endeavor to eome “in the fulness of the blessing of the gos
pel of Christ,” prepared to contribute, each one his part, to
wards the happy result which might reasonably be expected to
follow our conventional occasions improved in this way.—In
this diocese, owing to uncontrolable circumstances, little has
been done hitherto.
At the last convention a beginning
seemed to he made in this good work ; and it is hoped that it
will go on increasing, till our conventions are made subservi
ent to spiritual improvement, not only indirect!}' through wise'
legislative enactments, but directly through, the invigoration
of every Christian grace in the attending members.

INTELLIGENCE.
DOMESTIC.
Important Decision.—The election of Henry Guise to the
office of Sheriff of Stark county, Ohio, was contested, on the
ground of his having treated voters with ardent spirits. It
will be ascertained from the following decision of the Court,
that a precedent has been established in this case, which ever}
lover of good order and sobriety will desire to see followed up
in every countv in the state. We are glad to find that Judge
Hallock has taken the lead in this work of reform in Ohio,
and that the public are disposed to sustain the execution oi
the laws, against those who will condescend to the use of strong
drink, as a means to promote an election.— Chrs. Her.
“The Court here find, that the said Guise, on the 12th day
of October, 1830, it being the day of holding the election m
the county of Stark for sheriff, at the tavern of Henry Slusser,
in the town of Canton, in said county, did give by himself
and agent to divers electors of said county, between two and
three gallons of spirituous liquors, to wit, whiskey, brand},
and rum. with the intent to promote the election of the saics
Guise, to the office of sheriff of said county, he then and
there being a candidate for said office, at said election—W here
upon the Court do now here adjudge the said election of said
Guise to said office void, and the office of sheriff of said county
vacant.”
Sunday School Celebration'.—The Sunday Schools attached
to the Episcopal Church in New-York celebrated their anni
versary on Saturday 21st ult. in St. Paul’s Church. The
whole of the body of the church and part of the gallery were
occupied by the scholars and their respective teachers, amount
ing to upwards of 1,500. Divine service was performed by
the Rev. Mr. May, of Wilkesbarre, Pa. Rev. Mr. lyng
addressed the children and congregation in his usual impres
sive manner, from Numbers, Nxxli. chapter, the latter clause
of the 23d verse—“and be sure your sin will find you out.
The benediction was pronounced by the lit. Rev. Bishop
Onderdonk—J. of Com.
The Washington Globe of the 25th ult. contains the official
annunciation of the appointment of Messrs. Livingston, and
Woodbury, to fill the places in the Cabinet heretofore occupied by Messrs. Van Buren and Branch. It likewise states,
that Mr. White has declined occupying the office of Secretary
of War, the duties of which will continue to be discharged
by Mr. Eaton, until the vacancy can be supplied. I he office
of Secretary of the Treasury has been offered to Mr. M Lane,
our present Minister to England; but whether he will accept,
or not, is not yet ascertained. It is said that the office of At
torney General has been offered to Judge Tucker, of Virgi
nia, who declined it; and Messrs. P. P. Barbour, James
Buchanan, Moulton C. Rodgers, and William Drayton, are
respectively spoken of, as those from among whom the new
functionary is to lie chosen.

Penn__ The essays under this signature, . uP°n
the subject of Indian rights, originally publisfre in <o
National Intelligencer, it is now stated, by the Editors ot
that paper, were written by Jeremiah Evarts, Esq. a e eo.
retary of the American Board of Commissioners or
Missions. Mr. Evarts died at Charleston, S. C. on the lUth
instant, of a pulmonary affection.
Sailors Snug at Harbor—lt is with great satisfaction. we
torn .ba, .1.,'^, of .ba SaikaV SnugH»b"»,
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Staten Island, on which they will erect an Asylum for infirm
and worn out seamen. It is expected the buildings w ill be
commenced immediately, and ready to receive fifty invalids
in the course of this season. The location is near the mouth
of the Kills, and commands a view of the whole Bay. It
has an extensive front upon the water, and the inmates of
this noble charity will be gratified with seeing every ship
going out and coming into our harbor—N. Y. Enq.
Small Notes__ We have seen it stated in a number of papers,
that the act of the last session of the General Assembly, pro
hibiting the circulation in this State, (Ohio,) of foreign Bank
Bills of a less denomination than five dollars, went into ope
ration on the first of this month. This is an error: the law
in question will not take effect until the J?rs< day of December
next__ Ohio State Journal.

FOREIGN.
REVOLUTION IN BRAZIL.
ABDICATION OF THE EMPEROR IN FAVOR OF HIS SON.
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Jreland.—Doctor M’Mahon, the Roman Catholic Bishop
of Killaloe, in the county of Clare, has just addressed to the
peasantry of his diocese, a pastoral letter, from which we ex
tract the following interesting and forcible passage:—
“ The Lord Lieutenant has been pleased to invite me, ac
companied by my clergy, to a gracious interview, in order to
consult together about the peace and prosperity of this distract
ed country. Nothing could exceed the wise and benevolent
views expressed by his Exeellency, as to the means most likely
to remedy the evils and remove the cause from which the pre
sent disorganized state of the country took its rise. But no
thing can be done till peace be restored. His Excellency,
well acquainted with the horrors of war, wishes to avoid pro
ceedings of blood; and while he holds the olive branch in one
hand, he will, if necessary, unsheath the sword with the other.
He declares lie will come to no terms with a deluded people,
while they are in open violation of the laws of the land; his
humane views, and the best exertions of the friends to the
country, will be useless, unless peace and subordination be im
mediately restored. If not, martial law will be proclaimed, and
destruction and devastation will necessarily follow: the coun
try may be laid in ashes: hundreds shot or brought to the
gibbet; and thousands of widows and orphans thrown house
less on the world. The Governor does not carry the sword in
vain, but as a terror to the evil doers. This day, then, good
and evil is placed, before you ; bloodshed and ruin, or peace
and prospects ot redress. Make your choice in time—depend
on it, a moment is not to he lost.”

Baltimore, May 23, 1831__ The ship Augusta, Capt. Stan
ton, arrived at New-York, sailed from Rio Janciio on the
8th ult. and brings intelligence, says the Mercantile Adver
tiser, that a revolution had just taken place, which rusulted in
the abdication of the Emperor in favor of his son, and the es
tablishment of a Regency. The Emperor had sought safety
on board of an English frigate, (the Wurspite,) the troops
had united with the people, and the revolution was complete.
We learn that this important event was brought about with
out the occurrence of much bloodshed. The city was illu
minated on the night of the 7th.
Th cSt. Louis Beacon mentions that m new and handsome
Mr. Brown, our Charge d’Affaires at Brazil, had the chance
steam-boat, belonging to the American Fur Company, had of presenting his credentials to the Emperor about a fortnight
arrived in that port, and was about to proceed to the mouth before his abdication.
of the Yellow Stone, where is situated the highest trading es
tablishment on the Missouri. This point is about 1900 miles
Fiance and PortuyaL—A rupture between France and Por
above St. Louis, and not more than 600 miles by water, and tugal seems to become every day more imminent. A short
a much less distance by land, from the base of the Rocky time ago, Don Miguel caused a Frenchman, named BonhomMountains. No steam-boat, it is said, has yet passed Council me, to be flogged through the streets of Lisbon, in the midst
Bluffs, situated one-third of the way between St. Louis and of taunts upon his country; and the papers now report upon
the mouth of the Yellow- Stone.
his having first prohibited Pirtuguese pilots from going to the
Naval—We learn, says the Norfolk Beacon, that the U. S. assistance of two French ships Coming up the Tagus, and then
ship John Adams, Capt. Vorhees, now fitting out at the Navy taking the Captains to task for presuming to sail without such
Yard, Gosport, is to be gotten ready for sea, with all despatch. guides, 'l’lie English are said to concur with the French in
She will proceed to the Mediterranean, where she is to receive the view which is taken of Doh Miguel’s conduct, and there
Church of England.—Our late numbers of ihc London
on board Commodore Porter, and convey him immediately to may be some prospect of the wretch’s career drawing to a Record, have been very much occupied in discussing the char
Constantinople, as American Charge d’Affaires at that place. close.
acter of a bill proposed in Parliament by the Bishop of Lon
The French government, it is said, insist that the Judges don, to regulate the building of churches. A large meeting
Sudden Death—The Reading, (Pa.,) Chronicle states, that
who
condemned
Bonhomme
shall
he
dismissed,
and
the
ille

had also been held, for the purpose of remonstrating against
at a ball given at Kurstztown, in that vicinity, a young woman
by the name of Mengle, fell lifeless upon the floor while danc gality of the sentence acknowledged in the Lisbon Gazette. it, and memorials in opposition to it had been signed by a large
These
requests
must
be
complied
with.
number of the clergy and laity.
ingThe Editor of the Record complains of this act, that it ab
The New- York Journal of Commerce, states, that a young
solutely rtpedts 7 and 8 George IV. which did give important
gentleman of most respectable connexions, and many personal
POLAND AND RUSSIA.
accomplishments, died a few days since, in that city, under
Further success of the Poles—Subsequently to the victory facilities to the building of places of worship in the establish
similar circumstances.
over Gen. Geismar, of the 31st March, there seem to have ment; which in fact with certain clogs, gave similar powers
New Edition of Simeon on the Liturgy__ We are pleased to been a succession of skirmishing engagements, resulting in to pious churchmen to build churches, which zealous dissenters
learn that I. N. Whiting, of Columbus, Ohio, has now in favor of the Polish arms, until the 9th of April, when there possess to build chapels. That it gives tlie Commissioners (for
press an edition of Simeon’s very valuable work on the Excel was a general engagement, the result of which is communica building churches) a positive veto on the building of any
lency of the Liturgy.
ted in the annexed despatch from the lion-hearted Polish com chapel, without being called on to give any reason l’or their re
fusal. That it gives every individual Bishop the same unquali
mander :
The liberation of 161 Slaves, says the Genius of Temper
fied veto upon the erection of every chapel in his peculiar Dio
.
Head Quarters at Sifdi.ec,
ance, has been effected by the wreck of brig Comet, from
cese. That a third veto is granted in substance and effect, to
April 10, 1831, 9 o’clock P. M.
Alexandria, D. C. bound to New-Orleans. The crew and
every existing patron and incumbent of every living in the
To
the
National
Government
—
I
have
great
satisfaction
in
slaves being all saved and carried into Nassau, the English
kingdom; for though the bill has been altered, so as not os
Vice Admiralty court have decided that human beings are not announcing to the Government that the Polish army obtained tensibly to invest these parties with this power, they must in
a considerable victory yesterday. We have taken several can operation possess it.
property, and all the slaves were set at liberty.
non, 3060 or 4000 prisoners, amongst whom are nearly 300
The Record of April 11th, contains an interesting letter
The IJon. John Quincy Adams, late President of the U. officers of different ranks. Gen. Proindzynski, commanding
States, and the present Representative in Congress from Ply a separate corps, covered himself with glory. The advanced from the Rev. Daniel Wilson, in which he bears honorable
mouth district, took a seat in the Anti-Masonic Convention hour of the evening docs not permit me to give a more de testimony to the conduct of the Commissioners and Bishops
in past transactions, but expresses bis dissatisfaction with thft
in Boston on Friday morning.
tailed account.
provisions of the Bill. We cannot so well express our senti
(Signed)
SKRJ5YNECKI.
Governor Houston, it is stated, has announced in a letter
ments with respect to restrictions upon the building of church*
to a friend in Tennessee, his intention of speedily establishing
es, as in his own forcible language. “ l’lie Church of Eng
ENGLAND.
land,” he says, “ is lost, if things remain as they do—it is ab
his residence in Natchez, Miss, with a view to resume the
practice of law.
The Reform Bill has been rejected in the House of Com surd, it is monstrous, to allow Christians of every confession,
Five dollar counterfeit notes of the Commercial Bank of mons by a majority of 22. The ministry in consequence ten and of no confession, to build meeting bouses without restrain?
Perth Amboy, N. J. arc in circulation, signed Win. White dered their resignation, but the King would not accept; and and control, and to restrict churchmen from spending their
head, Cashier, J. Parker, President, payable to Win. Edgar in order to get the sense of the nation he resolved to prorogue own money in advancing the best interests of their church and
the Parliament, with a view to a dissolution. Great excite nation.”
date Jan. 29, 1872.
The disturbances in England had so much subsided, that
ment was occasioned by the announcement in both houses,
Asbestos is found in large quantities in the gold regions of
such as had not been witnessed by the oldest members living. the prayer draw n up by the Archbishops for the restoration of
Georgia.
tranquility,
had been withdrawn, and a thanksgiving subst;«
The presence of the King, when he came to make the an
nouncement could hardly allay it. The following is his tuted.—Episcopal Keccrdcr.
ecclesiastical.
speech on the occasion:—
The Rev. Levi S. Ives, of St. Luke’s Church, New-York
A correspondent assures us, says the Liverpool Journal qt
“ My lords and gentlemen:—
has been elected Bishop of the Protestant Episcopal Church
“ I have come to meet you for the purpose of proroguing the 23d of April, that he saw a letter, yesterday, from the Rex-.
of North Carolina, to fill up the vcaancy occasioned by the
Mr.
Lyons, stating that no less than 200,600 persons are ina
this parliament, with a view to its immediate dissolution.
decease of Bishap Ravenscroft.
“ I have been induced to resort to this measure for the pur state of absolute famine on the xvest coast of Ireland.
Ordination—On Tuesday in Whitsun week, the 24th inst. pose of ascertaining the sense of my people, in the way in
London, April 19.—We are glad to learn that a very satis
the Right Rev. Bishop Ondcrdonk held an ordination in which it can be most constitutionally and authentically ex factory letter has been addressed by Prince Metternich to M,
Christ Church, Rye, Wcst-Cbester country, and admitted the pressed, on the expediency of making such changes in tlie rep Casimir Perrier, on the subject of the intervention in Italy,
Rev. John Murry Forbes, A. M. Deacon, the Rector elect resentation as circumstances may appear to require, and which, and that no reasonable doubt can be entertained of the pacific
af said Church to the holy order of Priests.
founded upon the acknowledged principles of the constitution, disposition of the Austrian Cabinet.
On Whitsunday morning May 22d, in Trinity Church, in may tend at once to uphold the just rights and prerogatives of
Turkey.—Letters of March 23d, from Constantinople, vi$
York New-George Bridgeman, A. B., was admitted, by the the crown, and to give security to the liberties of the people.
Marseilles, state that a conspiracy had just been discovered,
Right Rev. Bishop Ondcrdonk, to the holy order of Deacons.
•‘Gentlemen of the House of Ceminons:
the object of which was to re-establish the corps of Janissa
“I thank you for the provision you have made for themain- ries on its former footing. The plan was supposed to have
On Sunday 22 May, in Norfolk Virginia, the Rev. Mr.
tenance
of
the
honor
and
dignity
of
the
crown,
and
I
offer
you
cxtensive
ramifications.
usual expeditious mode was re
Polk, of Richmond, and the Rev. Mr. Mead, of Albemarle,
tQ . |bc Su]tan Qn t|)(,
1 of tbe conspiracy, and
were ordained Priests by Bishop Moore, and Mr. F. W. my special acknowledgments for the arrangements you have |
and
hcads wcre iminediatel
Taylor of the Theological Seminary near Alexandraia, and made for the state and comfort of my Royal Consort. I have ;
immediately disposed
dispos of to
Mr. Charles W» Talliaferro, of Fredericksburg, admitted to also to thank you for tlie supplies which you have furnished tor serve as a warning to discontented subjects generally.
the public service. I have observed with satisfaction your en
the order ofDeacons.
At a Council of Ministers in Paris, General Clausel was
deavors to introduce a strict economy into every branch of that
The corner stone of a new Gothic Church, by the title, of service; and I trust that the early attention of a new Parlia. appointed Governor-of Algiers, and his main project for the
St. James, was laid in Newtown, Conn, with appropriate ser ment which I shall forthwith direct to be called, will be applied colonization of that district, has at length, after the interposi
vices, and an address by the Rev. Daniel Burhans, Rector, to the prosecution of that important object.
tion of many difficulties, some started by the British Govern
on the 20th ult. and raised without accident or misfortune,
ment, been adopted. Algiers will be a French port, but open
•'My Lords and Gentlemen:
on the 10th inst.
“ I am happy to inform you that the friendly intercourse to all nations upon the easiest terms for commercial purposes.
Key- West.—The citizens of this place, through a Commitee which subsists between myself and foreign Powers affords the
Tlie Edinburgh Scotsman says it is a fine trait in the his
appointed for that purpose, have addressed a letter to the best hopes of tlie continuance of peace, to the preservation of
tory of the American Government, that it «lias never shed a
Bishop of New York, with the request that an Episcopal which my most anxious endeavors will be constantly directed.
drop of human blood, nor banished a single individual, for
dei gym »n may be sent to officiate at that important station,
“ My Lords and Gentlemem:
State crimes. ”
“In resolving to recur to the sense of my people in the pre
Ejnscopal Society at Pittsfidd, Mass—This new and inter
In the French Chamber of Peers, on the 19th of April,
esting parish, organized last tall with 28 families, we are hap sent circumstances of the country, I have been influenced only
py to learn, has so far increased as now to consist of 140 sub- by a paternal anxiety for the contentment and happiness of my the hill for the exclusion of Charles X. and his family from
cribers, including several young men who have attached subjects, to promote which, I rely with confidence on your France was passed, after a warm and angry debate, by a m»(jorityof 15.
continued and zealous assistance.”
themselves to the parish.
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POETRY.
For the Gambier Observer.
FAREWELL TO AN ANCIENT CHURCH.

Farewell!—thou consecrated dome,
Whence prayer and chant and anthem rose,—
Whose walls have given meek Hope a home,
And tearful Penitence repose.—

Here gather’d round their Shepherd-guide,
A flock to the Redeemer deal-,
While praise in full responsive tide
Soar’d heavenward, to its native sphere.—
Here, at this altar’s hallow’d side
Oft was the bond of deathless love,
Seal’d by the kneeling, trembling bride,—
Where is that bride?—perchance, above.—

The mother here her infant drew,
Unscath’d by sin, or sorrow’s rod,
To win the pure, baptismal dew,—
Where is that mother?—Ask of God.
And duly here have childhood’s train
Bow’d to Instruction’s mildest sway,
And were those ceaseless lessons vain?—
The page of doom alone can say.

Here, many a brow in beauty’s prime
Hath faded like the rose-ting’d cloud,
And many a head grown white with time,
That tower’d in manhood’s glory proud.
Oh !—if from yon celestial place
Bright bands regard a world like this,
Here many a sainted soul may trace
The birth-place of its endless bliss—■
With tenderest recollections fraught
How do these parting moments swell,
Thou ancient nurse of holy thought,
Hear, venerated fane!—farewell!
Hartford, Sunday evening, Dec. 20th, 1829.

L. H. S.

_________ MISCELLANY.__
Advice to Apprentices.—1. Having selected
your profession, resolve not to abandon it; but by
a life of industry and enterprise adorn it. You
will be much more likely to succeed in business
you have long studied, than in that of which you
know but little,
2. Select the best company in your power to
obtain, and let your conversation be on those
things which you wish to learn. Frequent con
versation will elicit much instruction.
3* Obtain a friend to select for you the best
books on morality, religion and the liberal arts,
and particularly those which treat on your own
profession. It is not the reading of many books
that makes a man wise, but the reading of only
those which can impart wisdom.
4. Thoroughly understand what you read; take
notes of all that is worth remembering, and fre
quently review what you have written.
5. Select for your model, the purest and great
est characters, and always endeavor to imitate
their virtues, and to emulate their greatness.
6. Serve God; attend his worship; and endeavor to set an example of piety, charity and sobrie
ty to all around you.
7. Love your country; respect your rulers;
treat with kindness your fellow apprentices; let
your great aim be usefulness to mankind.
8- Get all you can by honest industry; spend
none extravagantly; and provide largely for old
age.
9. In a word, think much, act circumspectly,
and live usefully.

mounting difficulties by simple means, carries a
little steam from his boiler by a cock, and leads
it by a small pipe under the grate of his furnace.
The steam, which is vaporized water composed of
oxygen and hydrogen, passes into the hot coals
of the furnace, is there decomposed, and the hy
drogen when it reaches the surface, becomes a
powerful flame. When the cock is stopped, the
flame dies away; when it is turned it revives.
Here we see, as Mr. Feathestonaugh observed,
the cause of an immediate preference to be given
to anthracite coal for steam navigation, and parti
cularly for long voyages, for a vessel can carry 3
times as much anthracite as she can bituminous
coal, and the inflammable principle, the absence of
which appeared to render it valueless for this pur
pose, is always to be borrowed from the fluid in
which the vessel moves. Of what value then will
anthracite become, when marine steam navigation
will be general, as we think it reasonably may.—Origin of May-day.—On the first day of United States Gazette.
May, commonly called May-day, the juvenile part
The French journals, which, in 1815, were sub
of both sexes were wont to rise a little after mid
night, and walk to some neighbors wood, accom ject to the censorship, announced the escape of
panied with music and the blowing of horns; Napolean from Elba, his progress and entrance
where they break down branches from the trees into Paris, in this ingenious manner: March 9.
and adorn them with nosegays and crowns of flow the Cannibal has escaped from his den—10, the
ers. When this is done, they return with their Corsican Monster has landed at Cape Juan—11
booty homewards, about the rising of the sun, and the Tiger arrived at Gap—12, the Wild Beast
make their doors and windows triumph in the slept at Grenoble—13, the Tyrant has passed by
flowery spoil. The after part of the' day is chiefly Leon—14, the Usurper is directing his steps to
spent in dancing round a tall pole, which is called Dijon, but the faithful and brave country people
a May-pole: which being placed in a convenient have rises in mass, and surrounded him on all sides
part of the village, stands there, as it were, con — 17, Bonaparte is sixty leagues from the cap
secrated to the goddess of flowers, without the ital, and has had the good fortune to escape his
least violation offered it, in the whole circle of the pursuers—19, Bonaparte advances rapidly, but
will never enter Paris—20 to-morrow Napoleon
year.
This is the relic of an ancient custom among will arrive near our walls—21, the Emperor is at
the heathen who observed the four last days of Fontainbleau—22, HIS MAJESTY TIIE EM
April, and the first of May. in honor of the god PEROR arrived at night at the Thuilleries, amid
dess Flora, who was imagined to be the deity the joyous cheers of his devoted and faithful sub
presiding over the fruits and flowers; and from jects.
this custom of the heathens, hath ours undoubt
No man should be so much taken up in the
edly come.
Stow tells us in his survey of London, “that in search of truth as thereby to neglect the more
the month of May, namely, on May-day in the lecessary duties of active life; for after all is done,
morning, every man, except prevented by impe it is action only that gives a true value and com
diment, would walk into the sweet meadows and mendation to virtue.—Cicero.
Christian's hearts are as iron; if they be once
green woods, there to rejoice their spirits with the
beauty and savour of sweet flowers, and with the made hot with the love of God, they will more
harmony of birds praising God in their kind.” easily be joined together in love to one another.
“And these Mayings,” Mr. Strutt observes, “are
in some sort yet kept up by the milkmaids at Lon
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don,, who go about the streets, with their garlands
IS PUBLISHED EVERY FJIOAY, AT
and music, dancing.*"—Pop. Antiq.
GAMBIER, KNOX COUNTY, OHIO.
them to a granulary state. In this condition they
are sent chiefly to Doncaster, one of the largest
agricultural markets in that part of the country,
and are there sold to the farmers to manure their
lands. The oily substance gradually evolving as
the bone calcines, makes a more substantial ma
nure than almost any other substance—particular
ly human bones. It is now ascertained, beyond a
doubt by actual experiment upon an extensive
scale, that a dead soldier is a most valuable article
of commerce, and for ought we know to the con
trary, the good farmers of Yorkshire are in a great
measure indebted to the bones of their children,
for their daily bread. It is certainly a singular
fact, that Great Britain should have sent out such
multitudes of soldiers to fight its batttles upon the
continent of Europe, and should then import their
bones as an article of commerce to fatten their
soil.—English paper.

* Mr. Pennant tells us, that on the first of May, in the TERMS—Two Dollars per annum, if paid in advance, and
Highlands of Scotland, the herdsmen of every village hold
Two Dollars and Fifty Cents, if at the end of six mon.tis.
their beltien, a rural sport.
No subscriptions received for a less term than one year.
No papers discontinued until all arrearages are paid, exeej ,
Water used for Fuel—Steam power is des
at the option of the publishers.
tined to new modifications, which must shortly Those who mav wish to have their papers discontinued, ai e re
quested to give notice thereof, at least thirty dm *• Pr
‘
give it increased power. The following little anec
to the expiration of the term of their subscrip ion,
dote, given by Mr. Featherstonaugh, in one of his
it will be considered a new engagement.
lectures on Geology, in Philadelphia, is highly ***wise,
All communications relative to this paper, mils ■
gratifying in many respects:
rected to the Rt. Rev. P. Chase, Gambier. ' no.r
“In England, bituminous coals are used for
LIST OF AGENTS.

steam navigation, because they give out flame,
which is essential to the economical production of
steam: in this country wood has been used. As
anthracite coal is composed of eoroon, with a
The End of Military Glory.—It is estimated small portion of the inflammable principle of hydro
that more than a million of bushels of human and gen, the last is always feeble and soon exhausted ;
inhuman bones were imported last year from the hence it had been predicted impossible to apply it
continent of Europe, into the port of Hull. The to the production of steam. To show how easily
neighborhood of Leipsic, Austerlitz, Waterloo, difficulties of this character, which are so often
and of all the places where, during the late bloody augmented by the bungling wiitings of theorists,
war, the principal battles were fought, have been are overcome by the unsophisticated ingenuity of
swept alike of the bones of the hero and of the practical men, he instanced the structure of a furhorse which be rode. Thus collected from every i nace in this city, at the white lead works of Mr.
quarter, they have been shipped to the port of Price Wetherill. This furnace is supplied with
Hull, and thence forwarded to the Yorkshire bone anthracite coal, which of itself produces an insuf
grinders, who have erected steam engines, and ficient quantity ofjhydrogen to make a flame.
powerful machinery, for the purpose of reducing But Mr. Wetherill, who is in the habit of sur
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